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Abstract
The initiation and progression of colorectal cancer (CRC) involves genetic and epigenetic
alterations influenced by dietary and environmental factors. Increasing evidence has linked the
intestinal microbiota and colorectal cancer. More recently, Fusobacterium nucleatum (Fn), an
opportunistic commensal anaerobe in the oral cavity, has been associated with CRC. Several
research teams have reported an overabundance of Fn in human CRC and have elucidated the
possible mechanisms by which Fn is involved in colorectal carcinogenesis in vitro and in mouse
models. However, the mechanisms by which Fn promotes colorectal carcinogenesis remain unclear.
To provide new perspectives for early diagnosis, the identification of high risk populations and
treatment for colorectal cancer, this review will summarize the relative research progresses
regarding the relationship between Fn and colorectal cancer.
Key words: Fusobacterium nucleatum; colorectal cancer; intestinal microbiota.

Introduction
Colorectal cancer (CRC) is the third most
common malignancy in males and the second most
common in females, with about 1.4 million new cases
in 2012 that lead to 0.69 million deaths according to
the World Health Organization[1]. Many risk factors
have been identified for colorectal cancer, mainly
including a family history of colorectal cancer,
inflammatory bowel disease, excessive consumption
of red meat, diabetes and obesity[2]. Recently,
accumulating evidences has suggested that bacteria
dysbiosis may be a risk factor for colorectal adenoma
and cancer[3-7]. There is a huge colonization of the
human intestine by the microbiome, containing more
than
1000
different
categories
and
1014
microorganisms[8, 9]. These microorganisms can play
an important role in the maintenance of epithelial
homeostasis and protection against potential
pathogens[10, 11] Fusobacterium nucleatum (Fn) is an
intestinal and oral microbe that has attracted

increasing attention in the field of colorectal
cancer[12-14]. Fn is a gram-negative anaerobic
bacterium that mainly resides in the human oral
cavity and plays a significant role in the development
of periodontal disease and gingivitis[15-17]. It is also
involved in many infectious diseases outside of the
oral cavity, such as brain abscesses, liver abscesses,
and intrauterine infections associated with pregnancy
complications[18-20]. Fn can adhere to and invade
epithelial and endothelial cells via the adhesin FadA,
which contributes to its dissemination in hosts[17, 21,
22]. Several studies have confirmed the enrichment of
Fn in CRC[5, 12]. Moreover, the abundance of Fn in
inflammatory bowel disease is significantly higher
than that in normal bowels and it becomes a risk
factor
for
inflammation-associated
colorectal
cancer[23]. Fn may have great potential to promote
colorectal cancer, analogous to the promotion of
stomach cancer and MALT lymphoma by Helicobacter
http://www.jcancer.org
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pylori[24, 25]. However, it is unclear whether and how
Fn promotes CRC progression.

Clinical Significance of Fn Enrichment in
CRC
An enrichment of Fn in CRC tissues compared to
the level in controls has been confirmed by many
studies, but there are still many inconsistencies in
other respects. Several studies demonstrated that the
amount of tissue Fn DNA was positively associated
with colorectal cancer-specific mortality, which
suggested that the enrichment of Fn in CRC tissue
might serve as a negative prognostic biomarker[12,
26-28]. A positive association between Fn abundance
and lymph node metastasis has also been observed in
CRC[5, 27, 29]. These findings may suggest Fn-high
CRC as a more biologically aggressive cancer subtype.
However, other researches did not observe the
negative prognostic value of Fn in colorectal cancer[5,
30-32]. Therefore, it is still unclear whether Fn can be
used as an independent prognostic factor for CRC. Fn
is enriched in colonic adenoma and stool samples
from patients with colorectal adenoma and
carcinoma, and the abundance of Fn is consistent with
the normal-adenoma-carcinoma sequence model,
which suggests that Fn accumulation is an event that
occurs at an early stage of colonic tumorigenesis[26,
33, 34]. Notably, recent studies have demonstrated
that Fn may also be involved in the serrated neoplasm
pathway[30, 35], an alternative pathway of CRC
development that contributes to premalignant
colorectal lesions[36, 37]. As we know, identifying
colorectal adenomas or early cancer by screening can
effectively reduce colorectal cancer mortality[38, 39].
Traditional colonoscopy as an invasive examination
method cannot be widely used in screening for
colorectal neoplasia. In contrary, the detection of
biomarkers in feces or blood has a broad potential
application in screening for colorectal cancer[40, 41].
Interestingly, several studies have reported the
potential value of Fn in improving the diagnosis of
colorectal neoplasia. Wong SH et al reported that
quantification of fecal Fn combined with fecal
immunochemical test can improve the diagnosis of
advanced colorectal adenoma and carcinoma[42]. In
this study, the relative abundance of fecal Fn in CRC
group was 132 times that of the control group, and
was 3.8-fold higher in the advanced adenoma group
than in the control group. Liang Q et al found that
with fecal Fn alone, the sensitivity and specificity of
CRC diagnosis was 80.2% and 80.7%, respectively,
while the sensitivity increased to 92.8% when fecal Fn
was used in combination with FIT and three other
fecal bacteria[43]. A metagenomic profiling study of
the CRC fecal microbiomes indicated that
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butyryl-CoA dehydrogenase, a gene marker from Fn,
can serve as a non-invasive and effective diagnostic
biomarker of CRC[44]. Wang HF et al found that
serum anti-Fn-IgA can serve as a potential biomarker
for the early diagnosis of CRC[45].Collectively, with
the
detection
of
Fn,
fecal
and
serum
microbiome-based strategies might practical tools for
the early diagnosis and treatment of colorectal
adenoma and carcinoma.

Location and Translocation Route of Fn in
vivo
How Fn is able to colonize the gut mucosa from
the oral cavity is still unknown. A recent study
reported that the microbial community types
observed in the oral cavity and the gut were
predictive of each other[46], which may suggest an
oral-gut translocation route for Fn. Two possible
routes might be involved in this process. The first
possible route is via swallowing the bacteria, which
may further lead to dysbiosis of the gut microbiota,
disruption of gut homeostasis, and alteration of the
microenvironment that favors the development of
CRC[47]. In the APCmin+ mouse model, daily
administration of Fn can increase colon tumor load,
and Fn can be isolated from tumors[14]. Fn is a
leading cause of periodontal disease, which may
increase the risk of CRC as reported by a retrospective
analysis with a large samples size[48]. Interestingly, in
another study, no association was found between Fn
abundance in the oral cavity and colorectal cancer
history[49]. Intravenously injected Fn can localize to
mouse tumor tissues[50], and Fn was detected
simultaneously in a pyrogenic liver abscess and colon
cancer according to a case report[51]. Moreover,
Fusobacterium can be detected in liver metastasis, and
is stably and persistently associated with paired
primary-metastatic CRC[52], which suggests that Fn
might serve as part of the metastatic tissue
colonization through a hematogenous route or the
lymphatic metastasis pathway. However, different
Fusobacterium isolated from colorectal tumor tissues
may have different biological features and carry more
potential virulence proteins compared to their oral
counterparts[53]. Flanagan et al reported that Fn
abundance in stool samples did not correlate with that
in paired tissue samples[26]. Notably, Fn has been
detected predominantly in proximal colon cancer, and
the proportions of Fn-high CRC gradually increase
from rectum to cecum[30, 54], this correlation
between Fn prevalence and tumor location is
consistent with the point of view that microbiota
organization is a distinct feature of proximal CRC[55].
Accordingly, the exact mechanisms of dissemination
from oral cavity to colon and the potential links
http://www.jcancer.org
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between Fn abundance and tumor location remain to
be further elucidated. Once known, those mechanisms
will help us reveal the true role of Fn in colorectal
carcinogenesis.

Molecular Pathological Features in
Fn-positive CRC
Molecular pathological epidemiology, the
concept proposed by Ogino and Stampfer, which
deeply investigates the phenotypic outcomes of
diseases such as cancer using molecular pathological
analyses, may represent a new dimension and
provide new insights into the carcinogenic
mechanism of CRC[56-58].It is well-known that all
that high microsatellite instability (MSI-H) is an
important pathological characteristic of CRC[59].
Interestingly, many studies have observed a
significant correlation between MSI-H and a greater
amount of Fn in colorectal cancer tissues[30, 31, 60],
although the underlying mechanism remains
unknown. One possible explanation for this
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phenomenon is that reactive oxygen species(ROS) and
inflammatory cytokines, induced by Fn in colorectal
cancer tissues, can attenuate the activity of mismatch
repair (MMR) protein leading to MSI-H[33, 61]. CpG
island methylator phenotype (CIMP) is another
characteristic feature of chronic inflammation and is
closely related to carcinogenesis in many types of
cancer. Several studies have reported that the
presence of Fn is more often detected in high-CIMP
CRC[12, 30, 31, 60]. In addition, Fusobacterium-high
CRC correlates with wild type TP53, mutant CHD7/8
and a high frequency of somatic mutation[60].
Therefore, Fusobacterium enrichment may be
associated with specific molecular subsets of
CRCs[62].Moreover, the combination of Fusobacterium
detection and the molecular pathological features of
CRC may provide us with insights into the role of
microorganisms in carcinogenesis and better
treatment options for patients based on molecular
pathological epidemiology[56].

Figure 1. Schematic representation of the molecular mechanisms of Fn in colorectal cancer carcinogenesis and progression.

http://www.jcancer.org
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Diverse Detection of Fn in CRC
The methods for detecting Fn include
conventional
quantitative
PCR,
metagenomic
sequencing, Fluorescence in situ hybridization, and
16S ribosomal RNA sequencing[63]. Among these
detection methods, quantitative PCR is the least
expensive and most widely used in large case studies.
However, different sample types and different
detection methods may result in ambiguous results.
Therefore, there is an understandable inconsistency in
the association between the Fn level and the
clinicopathological features and prognosis of CRC
among different studies. For example, sample types
mainly include Formalin-fixed paraffin-embedded
(FFPE) tissue blocks, fresh frozen tissues, stool,
mucosal biopsies, and intestinal swabs. The rate of
Fn-positive results in FFPE samples has been reported
to be 8% in Japan and 13% in the United States[12, 32].
Mima et al found that the results of Fn detection in
paired FFPE and frozen tissue specimens show a high
linearity and high reproducibility, which suggests an
acceptable level of detection of Fn in FFPE tissues[31].
Chen et al found that the microbial community of the
intestinal lumen is different from that in the cancerous
tissue, while the microbial community of cancerous
tissue is similar to that in the adjacent noncancerous
tissue[64]. In contrast, the Fn-positive rate is much
higher in fresh frozen CRC tissues with the same
method, quantitative PCR[5, 28, 60]. Therefore, the
amount of Fn DNA detected in FFPE tissues might not
precisely represent the actual abundance of Fn in
CRC. However, another study indicated that the
qPCR results were consistent when the abundance of
Fn in gastroenterological cancer was detected in
paired frozen and FFEP tissues[65]. Loop-mediated
isothermal amplification primer sets that, detect two
highly conserved genes in Fn, nusG and FadA, could
serve as sensitive and rapid molecular tools for Fn
detection [66].

Is Fn a Driver or a Passenger?
The role of Fn in CRC carcinogenesis remains
uncertain. Whether Fn colonization is a consequence
or a cause of CRC is unknown. A bacteria
driver-passenger model proposed by Tjalsma et al
may help us understand the complex mechanism of
polymicrobial interaction in CRC[67]. In this model,
‘driver’ bacteria colonization contributes to epithelial
DNA damage, creating an altered niche in the colon
and leading to the exposure of epithelial cells to
microbial compounds from ‘passenger’ bacteria.
Then, ‘driver’ bacteria are gradually replaced by those
can
result
in
‘passenger’
bacteria,
which
inflammation, barrier failure, and a change in the
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microenvironment that favors the development of
CRC. In contrary, ‘the alpha-bug’ hypothesis
proposed by Sears and Pardoll emphasizes the direct
pro-oncogenic function of the major pathogenic
bacteria, which can remodel the colonic bacteria
community and modulate the tumor microenvironment[68]. It is plausible that the role of Fn may be as a
‘driver’ rather than a ‘passenger’ on the basis of the
enrichment of Fn in colorectal adenoma. However,
some studies have not supported this speculation.
Flanagan et al found an over-abundance of Fn in
cancerous tissue compared to that in normal tissue,
while the Fn level in adenoma was not significantly
higher than that in normal tissue[26]. Similarly,
Amitay EL et al found that the abundance of Fn in
feces was strongly associated with the presence of
CRC, while no association was observed with the
presence of colorectal adenoma, leading them to
speculate that Fn was just a passenger rather than a
driver in CRC development [69]. Interestingly,
Tomkovich et al found that Fn did not exhibit
proinflammatory or pro-tumorigenic activities in
preclinical models of colon carcinogenesis, and these
authors speculated that only a special group of Fn
strains possess carcinogenic abilities when interacting
with other members of the microbial community[70].
Accordingly, further investigation is needed into the
molecular mechanism underlying the cross-talk
between Fn and host proteins and, the structure and
metabolic activities of the intestinal bacterial
community, which may provide mechanistic insights
into the relationship between Fn and colorectal tumor
initiation and progression.

Virulence Proteins of Fn Involved in CRC
Carcinogenesis
Although Fn has been associated with colorectal
cancer (CRC), the underlying mechanisms remain
unknown. Recently, two outer membrane proteins
from Fn, Fap2 and FadA, have attracted attention.
Fap2 is a galactose-sensitive hemagglutinin and
adhesion protein, which contributes to the invasive
ability of Fn[71]. Gur et al found that the Fap2 protein
of Fn directly interacts with TIGIT expressed on NK
cells and tumor-infiltrating lymphocytes, leading to
the inhibition of NK cell cytotoxicity and lymphocytes
activity[72]. Meanwhile, tumors infected with Fn were
protected from NK-mediated killing and immune cell
attack[72]. Abed et al identified a host polysaccharide,
Gal-GalNAc, that is highly expressed in human
CRC[50]. Moreover, Fap2 binding to Gal-GalNAc in
human CRC mediates Fn enrichment in adenocarcinoma[50].
Interestingly,
high
levels
of
Gal-GalNAc has also been found in many other types
of adenocarcinoma which may suggest that it is a
http://www.jcancer.org
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potential target in the treatment of Fn-enriched
cancers [73]. The FadA gene is unique to Fn, and the
FadA protein, a surface adhesin expressed by Fn,
plays an essential role in the process of cell
attachment[21, 74]. Rubinstein et al demonstrated that
FadA could bind to E-cadherin on CRC cells,
mediating Fn attachment to and invasion of the
epithelial cells. Binding of FadA to E-cadherin could
further activate beta-catenin signaling, leading to
elevated expression levels of oncogenes, Wnt genes,
and inflammatory genes. In the above-mentioned
process, clathrin mediated internalization is involved
in activating the Wnt signaling pathway and
promoting CRC carcinogenesis[75].Wnt pathway
activation caused by APC gene mutation can affect
the phosphorylation status of beta-catenin and initiate
colorectal tumorigenesis [76-78]. However, another
study has demonstrated that the presence of FadA
and Fap2 adhesins in Fn was not sufficient to induce
either inflammation or cancer in a preclinical mouse
model of colon carcinogenesis[70].Toll-like receptor 4
(TLR4), an important receptor for bacteria
lipopolysaccharide (LPS),is over-expressed in CRC
and may also play a role in tumor promotion[79]. We
have previously demonstrated that infection of CRC
cells with Fn increases expression of miR-21 by
activating TLR4 in a mouse model[80], and miR-21
could serve as a key inhibitor of colitis-associated
colon cancer (CAC)[81]. Chen et al found that both Fn
and LPS extracted from Fn could activate beta-catenin
signaling in colorectal cancer via the TLR4/P-PAK1
cascade[82]. Collectively, the Wnt/beta-catenin
signaling pathway appears to play an essential role in
Fn mediated colorectal carcinogenesis, and more
investigations into the three Fn virulence proteins is
needed to further determine the mechanisms by
which Fn promotes colorectal carcinogenesis.

that is involved in regulating the expression of many
genes and that promotes tumor growth and
progress[89, 90]. NF-κB is more frequently activated
in Fn-enriched CRC[33, 80, 86]. Consist with this
finding, Rubinstein et al found that only wild-type Fn
induced NF-κB expression in HCT116 xenografts[75].
As NF-κB serves as the central link between
inflammation and cancer[91], it has been suggested
that NF-κB activation may be involved in colorectal
carcinogenesis in tumors with Fn enrichment. Kostic
et al observed a proinflammatory expression
phenomenon in CRC infected with Fn, and
determined that Fn may expand myeloid-derived
immune cell types, which inhibited the T
cell-mediated immune response against colorectal
tumors and facilitate tumor progression by
modulating the tumor-immune microenvironment[33]. However, in that study, no association
between Fn and inflammation-associated intestinal
carcinogenesis was observed in the APCmin+ mouse
model of intestinal tumorigenesis[33]. Fn can also
display immunosuppressive activities by causing
severe aggregation and apoptosis of immune cells[71,
88, 92, 93]. In line with these experimental results,
Mima et al observed an inverse association between
the amount of Fn and CD3+ T cell density[31], while
another study showed that high levels of Fn were not
significantly associated with CD3+ T cell density[88].
We may infer the immunosuppressive role of Fn in
colorectal cancer initiation or development. The gut
microbiota has been reported to affect the response to
anticancer immunotherapy including PD-L1 and
CTLA-4[94, 95]. Based on this, whether Fn affects
antitumor immune therapy is very promising route
for further investigation, which may provide us with
valuable insights into clinical management of CRC
patients.

Fn, Inflammation and Immunity in CRC

Fn, Lifestyle and Drug Treatment in CRC

It is now well-established that chronic
inflammation induced by bacterial infection increases
the risk of cancer[83]. A recent study has provided
insights into the relationship between the gut
microbiome and inflammatory cytokine production
capacity[84]. Fn infection induces local inflammation
and increased expression of inflammatory cytokines,
mainly including IL-6, IL-8, TNF-α and cox-2, in the
tumor microenvironment, and these cytokines can
promote tumorigenesis in CRC[33, 53, 75, 85, 86]. Ye et
al found that Fn can induce the expression of the
chemokine CCL20 in colorectal cancer cells when they
are co-cultured with Fn[87]. Moreover, Fn can also
stimulate monocyte/macrophage activation and
migration which can promote colorectal cancer
development[87, 88]. NF-κB is a transcription factor

It is reported that a ‘western’ lifestyle
characterized by a high consumption of fat, processed
meat and red meat, and a low intake of fiber can
increase the risk of CRC through the promotion
bacterial outgrowth that may lead to a hostile gut
environment [96-99]. A prospective cohort study
demonstrated that prudent diets rich in whole grains
and dietary fiber are associated with a lower risk for
Fn-positive CRC, which suggests a potential role of Fn
in mediating the association between diet and
colorectal cancer [100]. A recent study has shown that
the Fn abundance in fecal samples was not associated
with lifestyle or dietary habits[69]. In addition,
different dietary patterns may lead to the variation in
Fn abundance observed in different countries[32, 98,
101]. It has been reported that short-chain fatty acids
http://www.jcancer.org
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(SCFA), gut microbiota-derived bacterial fermentation products, can promote colonic homeostasis and
health[102]. Commensal gut microflora and probiotics
may exert antimicrobial activity against CRC
promoting
bacteria
by
producing
colonic
fermentation products, such as SCFA and
antimicrobial peptides, which can lower intestinal pH,
change the immune microenvironment, and
eventually create a less hospitable environment for
colonization by Fn[6, 103-105]. These findings may
imply that Fn infection in CRC may be closely related
to dietary and lifestyle exposure, two important
subjects investigated by the evolving field of
molecular pathological epidemiology[106]. Probiotics
and prebiotics can increase the production of lactic
acid bacteria by adjusting the balance of the intestinal
microbiota, which can decrease the risk of CRC[107,
108]. A recent study showed that treatment of mice
bearing a colon cancer xenograft with the antibiotic
metronidazole
can
successfully
decrease
Fusobacterium load, cancer cell proliferation and
tumor growth, suggesting antibiotics as a potential
effective intervention for patients with Fn-positive
CRC[52]. Guo et al found that a subunit of the
antioxidant protein alkyl hydroperoxide reductase
could serve as a potential vaccine candidate to protect
against Fn infection, which may add a dimension to
our strategy for the prevention of CRC associated
with Fn infection[109]. Interestingly, bacterial
metabolism can also differentially affect the host
response to chemotherapeutic drugs including
5-fluorouracil (5-Fu) in the interspecies model system
C. elegans[110, 111]. Therefore, we may reason that the
efficacy of 5-Fu, the principal anti-colorectal cancer
drugs, may be affected by the intestinal microbiota.
Consistent with these findings, Yu et al found that the
amount of Fn was higher in a CRC recurrence group
than that in a non-recurrence group among those who
had received 5-Fu-based postoperative chemotherapy[112]. Moreover, Fn can mediate CRC
chemoresistance in response to 5-Fu by selectively
targeting miR-18a* and miR-4802 followed by
autophagy pathways activation, suggesting that Fn
may be a potential risk factor for CRC recurrence[112].
Taken together, with dietary and lifestyle interventions and appropriate and specific drug treatment,
targeting Fn may be a promising new way to address
CRC associated with Fn infection, providing us with
unique insights for future investigations to further
develop our current clinical strategies for CRC.

carcinogenesis. The molecular mechanisms involved
may include the WNT signaling pathway, the MSI
pathway, the epithelial-to-mesenchymal transition
(EMT) pathway[27], CIMP and the “serrated”
pathway, a microRNA pathway and an inflammation
pathway, which may help us to build special models
linking the intestinal microbiota and CRC and to
further understand how CRC initiates and
progresses[113]. Although Fn infection is prevalent in
human CRC, there is disagreement about the
relationship between Fn and colorectal adenoma.
Whether Fn colonization is a consequence or a cause
of colorectal carcinogenesis remains unclear. While
there is a significant correlation between MSI-H and
overabundance of Fn in colorectal cancer tissues, the
underlying
mechanism
remains
unknown.
Quantification of fecal Fn may serve as a promising
biomarker for detecting colorectal neoplasm, although
the prognostic value of Fn is controversial. Different
sample types and diverse methods may affect the
accuracy in detecting the abundance of Fn. FadA,
Fap2, and LPS, as virulence proteins of Fn, may play
essential roles in mediating Fn invasion and the
promotion of CRC. Moreover, miRNA, autophagy
and the WNT signaling pathway appear to be
involved in Fn-mediated complex networks that
promote
colorectal
cancer.
Screening
and
identification of the virulence proteins of Fn may help
us to further investigate the Fn-host cross-talk and to
develop a new way to abrogate Fn infections[114,
115].
The
immune
suppression
role
and
chemotherapy resistance mechanisms of Fn may alter
our therapeutic and preventive strategies for CRC. We
can now better understand the intestinal bacteria
composition based on the technology of 16S ribosomal
DNA sequencing and metagenomic analysis.
Nevertheless, we cannot yet establish an in vitro
model that efficiently simulates the complex bacterial
community and the colonization ecosystem. Thus,
further investigation is needed to focus on the
host-pathogen interaction partners and the virulence
proteins that are involved in colorectal carcinogenesis.

Future Direction and Concluding
Remarks

3.

In this review, we focused on the potential
association between Fn infection and colorectal
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